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Abstract
We construct canonical families of irreducible characters of Borel and Sylow p-subgroups of
Sp2n(q) and U(2n,q2), where q is a power of a prime p.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The complex irreducible characters of a Sylow p-subgroup P of a classical group G
defined over a field Fq of characteristic p have attracted considerable attention in the last
decades. One of the original sources of activity was a conjecture to the effect that, in the
case of the general linear group G = GLn(q), the character degrees of the upper unitrian-
gular group P = Un(q) were not merely powers of p but in fact powers of q . Supporting
this conjecture, G.I. Lehrer [Leh] constructed an explicit family of irreducible characters
of Un(q), including those of highest degree, all of which have degree a power of q; some
of these would subsequently be referred to as elementary characters by C. André [And],
and play an important role in his theory of basic characters of Un(q).
It was not until 1995 that I.M. Isaacs [Isa] gave the first correct proof that Un(q) is,
in his terminology, a q-power-degree group (the case p > n had been previously estab-
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p-subgroup of the symplectic group Sp2n(q) is false when p = 2. Isaacs’ paper was fol-
lowed by numerous articles. A. Previtali [Pre] found the set of character degrees of P
when G = GLn(p) and G = Sp2n(p), where p is odd in the latter case; using Isaacs’
results, Previtali [Pr2] was then able to eliminate the requirement that p = q , and show
that if G is any of Sp2n(q), the orthogonal group O+2n(q), or the unitary group U(2n,q2),
then P is a q-power-degree group, provided p = 2. This result was later extended in-
dependently by B. Szegedy [Sze] and J. Sangroniz [San] to include all classical groups.
Moreover, Sangroniz found the exact conditions under which the result remains valid when
p = 2.
A much harder problem than finding the character degrees of p-Sylow subgroups
of classical groups is constructing all such irreducible characters. Even counting them
presents enormous difficulties. Indeed, it is a long standing conjecture that given n there is
a polynomial fn ∈ Z[t] such that for any q (power a prime p) the number of irreducible
characters of Un(q) is equal to fn(q). This polynomial can be constructed with relative
ease for small values of n, but no proof is available for an arbitrary n.
As mentioned above, Lehrer constructs an explicit family of irreducible characters of
Un(q). When G = O+2n(q) and q is odd the character degrees and some explicit irreducible
characters of P are given by M. Marjoram [Mar], including those of highest degree. For
q even and G = Sp2n(q) or G = O+2n(q) explicit irreducible characters of P are con-
structed by R. Gow, M. Marjoram and A. Previtali [GMP], including those of highest
degree.
Here we present a natural method to construct explicit irreducible characters of P when
G = Sp2n(q) and G = U(2n,q2), including those of highest degree, as well as characters
of B = NG(P ). In the symplectic we require q to be odd at some point of our procedure.
A distinguishing feature of our method is that we use the underlying alternating or her-
mitian form defining G as a building block of our construction, which applies equally well
to symplectic and unitary groups. When applied to the orthogonal group it renders noth-
ing, which explains our exclusion of this group. Some of our characters share properties
possessed by Lehrer’s elementary characters, and it would be interesting to see what role,
if any, they play in a supposed analogue of C. André’s theory of basic characters; his main
result is that certain easily defined products of elementary characters of Un(q), known as
basic characters, are disjoint and contain every possible irreducible character of Un(q). No
analogue of this result is known for other classical groups.
Our motivation for the study of irreducible characters of Sylow p-subgroups of G is
to apply them to investigate the modular reduction I¯ of the Steinberg lattice I of G, as
defined by R. Gow [Gow]. Gow’s careful analysis of the Jantzen’s filtration for I¯ makes
strong use of linear characters of P , but we feel that further knowledge on a composition
series for I¯ would benefit from more concrete information regarding irreducible characters
of P of degree larger than one. In fact, in the case of the symplectic group, we were able
to use [FSz] some of the irreducible characters of P to be presented here to determine two
new composition factors for I¯ .
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Let p be a prime and let q be a power of p. We let l denote either q or q2 and set
K = Fl . We consider the involution − of K , which is the identity if l = q and sends a
to aq if l = q2. The fixed field of − is E = Fq . We have the “trace” map tr :K+ → E+
given by tr(a) = a+ a¯. This is surjective if l = q2 or p = 2, which is the reason behind our
exclusion of the case p = 2 for symplectic groups in Sections 4 and 5.
Let n ∈ N and let V be a 2n-dimensional K-vector space endowed with a nondegenerate
form 〈 , 〉 :V × V → K . We take 〈 , 〉 to be alternating if l = q and hermitian if l = q2. In
either case we have
〈av, bv〉 = a¯b〈u,v〉, a, b ∈ K, u,v ∈ V.
Let G be the subgroup of GL(V ) preserving 〈 , 〉. Thus G = Sp2n(q) if l = q and G =
U(2n,q2) if l = q2.
There is a K-basis B = {u1, . . . , un, v1, . . . , vn} of V relative to which 〈 , 〉 has block
matrix
( 0 1−1 0
)
if l = q and ( 0 11 0
)
if l = q2. We fix this basis throughout. Moreover, we
let M = span{u1, . . . , un} and N = span{v1, . . . , vn}. Thus M and N are maximal totally
isotropic subspaces of V with V = M ⊕N .
Let C denote the pointwise stabilizer of M in G and let T stand for the global stabilizer
of M and N in G. These groups intersect trivially and the latter normalizes the former.
Write L for the group of all g ∈ T such that g restricted to N has lower unitriangular form
relative to {v1, . . . , vn}. Then P = C L is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
Let u ∈ V and a ∈ K . If l = q2 we suppose that u is isotropic and a has trace 0. Then
the transvection ρa,u of GL(V ) defined by
ρa,u(x) = x + a〈u,x〉u
belongs to G. Moreover, provided a = 0, ρa,u belongs to C if and only if u ∈ M . Moreover,
the set of all such ρa,u generates C.
3. Irreducible characters of P of low degree
We fix throughout a nontrivial linear character λ :K+ → C∗. Given v ∈ N and k ∈ K
we consider the function χv,k :C → C∗ defined by
χv,k(g) = λ
(
k〈gv, v〉).
Using the fact that gv − v ∈ M we readily see that χv,k is a linear character of C. Let us
write G for the set of all such linear characters of C. We next find |G|.
3.1. Lemma.
(a) If v ∈ N and k ∈ K then χv,k is trivial if and only if v = 0 or k = 0.
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w = av for some a ∈ K∗ such that k = aa¯s.
Proof. Sufficiency is clear in both cases. Suppose χv,k = χw,s . Applying these characters
to g = ρa,u, u ∈ M , we get
λ
(
ka¯〈u,v〉〈u,v〉)= λ(sa¯〈u,w〉〈u,w〉), u ∈ M, a ∈ K.
Since λ is nontrivial and a is arbitrary, we see that
k〈u,v〉〈u,v〉 = s〈u,w〉〈u,w〉, u ∈ M.
This shows in particular that if χk,v = χ0,0 is trivial then k = 0 or v = 0. Suppose next that
v,w = 0 and k, s = 0. We infer from above that the semilinear maps 〈−, v〉 and 〈−,w〉
have the same kernel, so v and w are colinear. Choosing u ∈ M so that 〈u,v〉 = 1, we see
that k and s are related as indicated. 
Remark that for the orthogonal group O+2n(q) the linear characters χv,k are all trivial.
3.2. Corollary. |G| = ln.
Proof. G consists of the trivial character and the characters χv,k , where Kv runs through
the one-dimensional subspaces of V and k runs through K∗. Therefore
|G| = 1 + (l − 1)(ln − 1)/(l − 1) = ln. 
For t ∈ T we have the conjugate character tχv,k of C, given by
tχv,k(g) = χv,k
(
t−1gt
)
.
We see that
tχv,k = χtv,k.
In particular, the family G is T -stable.
Since the only eigenvalue for t ∈ L is 1, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that if k = 0 then
the stabilizer of χv,k in L is equal to the stabilizer of v in L, say Lv .
3.3. Corollary. There are exactly (l − 1)n+ 1 orbits arising from the action of L on G. For
each k ∈ K∗ and each vi , 1  i  n, the L-orbit of χvi,k consists of the ln−i characters
χvi+w,k , where w is in the K-span of vi+1, . . . , vn. As i varies in {1, . . . , n} and k varies
in K∗ this gives all nontrivial L-orbits of G.
We extend χv,k to a linear character, say φv,k , of Yv = C Lv using the same formula
φv,k(g) = λ
(
k〈gv, v〉), g ∈ Yv.
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ψv,k = indPYvφv,k.
The above and Clifford theory give
3.4. Corollary. Let 1 i  n and let k ∈ K∗. Then the ψvi,k are distinct irreducible char-
acters of P of degree ln−i . If v ∈ N and s ∈ K are nonzero then ψv,s is equal to one and
only one of the ψvi,k .
We let F denote the family of all irreducible characters ψvi,k . Note that |F | = (l − 1)n.
When l = q this family was constructed in [FSz] using a different method. What we find
interesting about F , besides the natural way in which it arises, is the fact that certain
products of elements from F remain irreducible and distinct, thereby yielding irreducible
characters of P of high degree, as we show in the next section.
An interesting feature about G is that, provided l = q2 or p = 2, it generates the group of
all linear characters of C, say Cˆ, i.e. every linear character of C is a finite product of linear
characters of the form χv,k . Indeed, note that C is an E-vector space and that λ induces
a group isomorphism between the dual of C, say C0, and Cˆ. It thus suffices to show that
C0 is generated by linear functionals of the form g → k〈gv, v〉 as v ranges through N
and k through K . These linear functionals form a set which is stable under the actions T
and E. It is easy to see that C is an irreducible ET -module, since the action of T on C is
equivalent to the action of GLn(K) on symmetric, if l = q , or skew-hermitian, if l = q2,
matrices by congruence (irreducibility fails if p = 2 and l = q). Therefore C0 is also an
irreducible ET -module, and the conclusion follows.
4. Irreducible characters of P of high degree
Let D be a nonempty subset of {1, . . . , n} and let f : D → K∗ be a function. Associated
to the pair (D,f ) we consider the characters ΩD,f and ΘD,f of P , defined as follows
ΩD,f =
∏
i∈D
ψvi,f (i), ΘD,f = indPY(D)φD,f ,
where
φD,f =
∏
i∈D
φvi,f (i)
and the φvi,f (i) are understood to be linear characters of
Y(D) =
⋂
i∈D
Yvi .
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(a) ΘD,f = ΩD,f is irreducible of degree lc(D), where c(D) =∑i∈D n− i.
(b) If (D,f ) = (E, e) then ΘD,f = ΘE,e .
(c) By taking D = {1, . . . , n} and varying f we obtain (l − 1)n distinct irreducible char-
acters ΘD,f of P of the highest possible degree, namely ln(n−1)/2. They are obtained
by inducing from C the linear characters χv1,f (1) · · ·χvn,f (n), as f varies amongst all
possible functions {1, . . . , n} → K∗.
Proof. It is clear that the degree of both ΘD,f and ΩD,f is as stated. To see that ΘD,f is
irreducible it suffices to show that the stabilizer in L of
∏
i∈D χvi,f (i) is equal to
⋂
i∈D Lvi .
For notational clarity we will prove this when D = {1, . . . , n}. The proof for a general D
is entirely analogous and will be omitted. Let t ∈ L and set wj = tvj , 1  j  n. Then
wj = vj +∑i>j aij vi for some aij in K . Suppose that t stabilizes
∏
i∈D χvi,f (i). Then
∏
i∈D
χvi,f (i) =
∏
i∈D
χwi,f (i).
For use later we will make the weaker assumption that
∏
i∈D
χvi,f (i) =
∏
i∈D
χwi,e(i),
where e is also function {1, . . . , n} → K∗. We next show that all aij = 0 and e = f .
Applying both sides of the above equation to ρa,u, u ∈ M , and using that λ is nontrivial
we obtain
f (1)〈u,v1〉〈u,v1〉 + · · · + f (n)〈u,vn〉〈u,vn〉
= e(1)〈u,w1〉〈u,w1〉 + · · · + e(n)〈u,wn〉〈u,wn〉.
We next replace u by various vectors in M . If u = u1 then e(1) = f (1). Let u = u2.
Then
f (2) = f (1)a21a21 + e(2). (1)
Setting u = u1 + xu2, x ∈ K , and using (1) yields
f (1)+ xxf (2) = f (1) tr(xa21)+ f (1)+ xx
(
f (1)a21a21 + e(2)
)
= f (1) tr(xa21)+ f (1)+ xxf (2).
Thus tr(xa21) = 0 for all x ∈ K , whence a21 = 0 and a fortiori e(2) = f (2).
Next let u = u3. Then
f (3) = f (1)a31a31 + f (2)a32a32 + e(3). (2)
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f (1)+ xxf (3) = f (1) tr(xa31)+ f (1)+ xx
(
f (1)a31a31 + f (2)a32a32 + e(3)
)
= f (1) tr(xa31)+ f (1)+ xxf (3).
It follows that a31 = 0. We now let u = u2 + x¯u3. Using (2) and a21 = a31 = 0 gives
f (2)+ xx¯f (3) = f (2) tr(xa32)+ f (2)+ xx¯
(
f (2)a32a32 + e(3)
)
= f (2) tr(xa32)+ f (2)+ xx¯f (3).
We see that a32 = 0. A last application of (2) now gives e(3) = f (3).
Suppose 3 < d  n and that for all 1  i  d we have e(i) = f (i) and aij = 0 for all
1 j < i. We wish to show that ad1 = ad2 = · · · = add−1 = 0 and e(d) = f (d). Substi-
tuting u by ud and then subsequently by u1 + x¯ud, u2 + x¯ud, . . . , ud−1 + x¯ud we see,
as above, that ad1 = 0, ad2 = 0, . . . , add−1 = 0, which then gives e(d) = f (d). Our con-
tention now follows by induction. This establishes the irreducibility of ΘD,f .
Now ΘD,f has the same degree as ΩD,f and Frobenius reciprocity shows that ΘD,f
enters ΩD,f , whence ΩD,f = ΘD,f .
Suppose next ΘD,f = ΘE,e. We know that ∏i∈D χvi,f (i) and
∏
j∈E χvj ,e(j) are con-
stituents of the respective restrictions of ΘD,f and ΘE,e to C, and all other constituents
are conjugates of them by elements of L.
Suppose that D = E. Without loss of generality we may assume that there D has an
element i which is not in E, and we take this i as small as possible.
The above argument ensures the existence of t ∈ L such that
∏
d∈D
χvd,f (d) =
∏
j∈E
χtvj ,e(j).
Since tvj is in the K-span of vj , . . . , vn, we see that 〈ui, tvj 〉 = 0 for all j ∈ E, and
therefore
∏
j∈E
χtvj ,e(j)(ρa,ui ) = 1.
On the other hand,
∏
d∈D
χvd,f (d)(ρa,ui ) = λ
(
a¯f (i)
)
,
which is not 1 for all a ∈ K as λ is nontrivial. This contradiction proves E = D. Thus
∏
d∈D
χvd,f (d) =
∏
d∈D
χtvd ,e(d),
and we showed above that this implies e = f .
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ΘD,f has degree ln(n−1)/2, which is the index of the normal abelian subgroup C in P . 
The question as to whether Theorem 4.1 produces all irreducible characters of P of
highest degree will not be considered in this paper.
5. Irreducible characters of B
Let L′ for the group of all g ∈ T such that g restricted to N has lower triangular form
relative to {v1, . . . , vn}. Then B = C  L′ is the normalizer of P in G. The results and
proofs of the previous sections carry over to B with simple modifications.
The irreducible characters of Borel subgroups of classical nonunitary groups, were
studied by Szegedy [Sze]. He found these to be monomial with degrees of the form
qr(q − 1)s2k , where k was possibly negative. Szegedy mentions that the mysterious power
of 2 does occur for symplectic groups, and this can actually be seen in [FSz] for q odd.
Here we produce explicit families of irreducible monomial characters of B , and see how
a negative power of 2 or q + 1 naturally arises when computing character degrees. Let
N :K∗ → E∗ be the “norm” map, defined by N(a) = aa¯, let Q be its kernel, and set
z = |Q|. Then z equals 2 if l = q is odd, 1 if l = q is even, and q + 1 if l = q2. This is
behind the above phenomenon affecting the character degrees of B , as shown below.
Let 0 = v ∈ N and 0 = k ∈ K . From Section 3 we see that the stabilizer of χv,k in L′ is
the group L′v of all g in L′ sending v to some av where a ∈ Q.
5.1. Corollary. There are 1 + nz orbits arising from the action of L′ on G. For each
kN(K∗) ∈ K∗/N(K∗) and each vi , 1  i  n, the L′-orbit of χvi,k consists of the
ln−i (l − 1)/z characters χvi+w,ak , where w is in the K-span of vi+1, . . . , vn and
a ∈ N(K∗). As i varies in {1, . . . , n} and kN(K∗) varies in K∗/N(K∗) this gives all
nontrivial L′-orbits of G.
We may extend χv,k to a linear character φ′v,k of Y ′v = C L′v by
φ′v,k(g) = λ
(
k〈gv, v〉), g ∈ Y ′v.
Let
ψ ′v,k = indBY ′vφ
′
v,k.
Then
5.2. Corollary. Let 1 i  n and let k ∈ K∗. Then ψ ′vi ,k is an irreducible character of B of
degree ln−i (l − 1)/z. Moreover, ψ ′vi ,k = ψ ′vj ,s if and only if i = j and k ≡ s mod N(K∗).
Furthermore, the restriction of ψ ′vi ,k to P is equal to the sum of all ψvi,s , where s ≡
k mod N(K∗).
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5.3. Theorem. Suppose that (l,p) = (q,2). Then
(a) Θ ′D,f = Ω ′D,f is irreducible of degree lc(D)[(l − 1)/z]|D|, where c(D) =
∑
i∈D n− i.
(b) Θ ′D,f = Θ ′E,e if and only if D = E and f (i) ≡ e(i) mod N(K∗) for all i ∈ D.
(c) The restriction of Θ ′D,f to P is equal to the sum of all characters ΘD,e satisfying
e(i) ≡ f (i) mod N(K∗) for all i ∈ D.
(d) By taking D = {1, . . . , n} and varying f we obtain zn distinct irreducible characters
Θ ′D,f of B of degree ln(n−1)/2(l − 1)n/zn.
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